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1,000 hilariously illustrated words to help kids with counting, 
shapes and measurements, hygiene, outdoor adventures, arts 
and crafts, social skills, and emotional awareness. These are 

epic words that will stretch every child’s imagination, preparing  
them to succeed in school and life in an epic way.

What’s inside?

“This is the word book for the 21st century. I can’t imagine a 
more delightful way to learn about words than with these wild 
and hilarious characters. What’s especially exciting is that My 
Epic Life uses the very latest in the science of learning to grab 
children’s attention and teach them words about their world. 

Educators take note! This book will not only improve children’s 
vocabulary, it will accelerate it at epic speed.”

Susan Neuman

“This is THE word book 
for the 21st century.”

Professor of Childhood Education
and Literacy Development, NYU



Don't make me shout!  

"This is our plan for a happier, healthier, and cleaner home. First, we need to agree on a few things…”  

Hilariously illustrated house rules for the whole family, crammed with essential vocabulary to get you 
laughing and learning. From remembering to flush the toilet to putting away electronic devices 
during dinner, this is the secret recipe book for a harmonious home.

Flush! And 37 Other House RulesPages: 96 
Publication date: January 2020 
Age 5-95

New



Epic Word Problems is story-telling based STEAM learning.  

32 pages of hilarious illustrations and page-gripping drama about characters and situations kids can 
relate to. kids apply basic mathematical skills of subtraction, addition, multiplication and division to 
solve a hilarious 32 page simple word problem to save the world. 

Each book is packed with laughs, and twists and turns as children get help the characters  
solve their epic problems. Develops critical thinking and problem solving skills around important 
STEAM concepts.

Epic Word Problems

Pages: 32 
Publication date: February 2020 
Age 6-11

New



Say hello to an inspired new line of phonics 
resources using tried-and-tested pedagogy 
alongside hilarious illustrations! - The easy and 
fun way to master phonics! 

- 31 illustrated phoneme cards 
- 17 illustrated word cards 
- A hilarious animation for every sound 
- Developed with Emma Madden, Britain's 

leading primary headteacher  

For kids who can't wait to read, this is the 
easiest way to master phonics. A fun and 
modern reimagining of phonics cards that will 
captivate today’s young reader. Don’t subject 
your kids to uninspired illustrations! 

Foolproof Phonics was developed with Emma 
Madden, early reading expert and one of the 
UK's top primary headteachers. 

How does it work? 
- Teaches letters and their corresponding 
sounds using easy mnemonics and hilarious 
illustration 
- Provides simple and fun activities to master 
sound blending and reading 
- Scan to watch a funny Foolproof Phonics 
video - one for each sound! 

What's inside a pack? 
- 31 illustrated phoneme cards 
- 17 illustrated word cards 
- 7 easy-to-follow activity instruction cards 

Foolproof Phonics: Mrs Wordsmith’s Phonics Cards

Cards: 55 
Publication date: February 2020 
Age 3-5

New



Laugh and learn English the easy way. All the 
everyday phrases you'll learn in the classroom 
(and more!).  

- Bilingual phrasebook 
- The fun way to learn key English phrases! 

- Includes funny responses kids can't wait to say! 

For language learners, young and old. Master the 
basics and then that little bit extra. Learn how to 
be witty, interesting, and charismatic in English 
with Mrs Wordsmith!

Yap! Mrs Wordsmith's Hilariously 
Illustrated Phrasebook

Pages: 32 
Publication date: February 2020 
Age 6-13

New



Everything you need to know for your first year of school.  

We've spoken to teachers and done our homework to find out what kids need to know for the first 
grade. Look no further - this book has everything they need to sail through their first year.  

360 pages of illustrations and activities for kids up to and during the first grade. Turn a page every 
day to get school-ready. Absolutely everything you need to know in one book. From counting and 
basic mathematics to making friends, this is a one-stop-solution to make sure every kid feels 
confident at school.

Year 1 in 5 Minutes a Day
Pages: 180 
Publication date: TBD 
Age 4-6

New



Everything you need to know to become a tech 
blabillonaire. 

Who doesn't want to get paid to play video 
games when they grow up? 

- Learn how video games are made 
- Data-driven vocabulary covering key game 
development concepts 
- Artwork by the creative talent behind 
Hollywood favourites including Madagascar, 
Hotel Transylvania, and Spiderman: Into the 
Spider-Verse 

What makes a great video game? What skills 
do you need to design one? What can go 
wrong? 

This hilariously illustrated, character-rich book 
is the must-have manual for any budding tech 
entrepreneur. An epic story that will keep kids 
hooked, it's packed with the vocabulary you 
need for every stage of the game development 
process, from concepting to launch. 

Learn the difference between an RPG and an 
endless runner. Learn how to find bugs and and 
the best way to fix them. 

Anyone can make a video game. You just need 
to know how! 

How to Make a Video Game

Pages: 96 
Publication date: 
May 2020 
6-13

New



ISBN: 978-1-999-6107-9-1 
Pages: 252 
Hardcover Publication date: September 2019 
Age 4-6

Join our cast of word-hungry animals as they 
guide kids through everything they need to 
know to turn home, school, and life into a 
learning adventure. Hilariously fun and endlessly 
surprising, each page bursts with Hollywood 
illustration. The words are curated from relevant, 
global curriculum lists for kids aged four to 
eight, with extra challenging vocabulary added 
to the mix. 

With over 200 pages of hilarious illustrations 
designed to make children think deeply about 
words big and small - from  “mischievous" and 
"sympathetic" to “scrub" and "flush” - My Epic 

Life is the perfect way to sharpen the minds of 
young readers and make them laugh as they fall 
in love with words. 

It's the must-have manual for kids, tackling 
everything the world can throw at a young child: 
labelling emotions, building character, food and 
hygiene, basic maths, and even the future of 
technology. It's perfect to read a few pages 
every night before bed for dream-inspiring 
vocabulary. Kids will it to bed with them, make 
friends with the characters, and wake up hungry 
for words. 

My Epic Life Word Book 



• 1000+ words every child needs to know to 

succeed in school and life 

• Perfect for kids who are just starting to 

read, learn basic maths, explore the world, 

and make friends. 

• 252 pages 

• Artwork by creative talent behind 

Hollywood favorites including 

Madagascar, Hotel Transylvania, and 

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse 

• Supports the Common Core State 

Standards.



UK ISBN: 978-1-999-6107-7-7 
UK Paperback ISBN: 978-1-916-0384-4-8 
US ISBN: 978-1-999-6107-8-4 
Pages: 272 
Hardcover Publication date: October 2018 
Paperback Publication date: June 2019 
Age 7-11

The world's only Hollywood-illustrated 
storyteller's dictionary is the most up-to-date 
and comprehensive dictionary for budding 
storytellers everywhere. Designed to help  
kids write brilliant stories, excel at school  
and in life. 

Find writing inspiration! Whether kids know 
exactly what they want to write about or 
they’re totally stuck, Storyteller’s Illustrated 
Dictionary is packed with thousands of words 
of inspiration. 

Structure your story! With richly descriptive 
vocabulary arranged into six key building 

blocks of storytelling - Character, Setting, 
Taste and Smell, Action, Emotion and Weather 
- it has never been easier for kids to make sure 
they’re using mind-blowing language 
throughout their stories. 

Learn words! We used data science to  
identify words that kids are likely to come 
across in classic children’s literature, and 
Hollywood creativity to make them both 
hilarious and unforgettable. All illustrated 
words are presented with three commonly 
occurring and colourful word pairs, giving  
kids even more ideas for richly described, 
compelling storytelling.

Storyteller’s Illustrated Dictionary 



• Multi-award-winning Amazon Best Seller 

• 1000+ storytelling words 

• Six themes: Character, Setting, Taste and Smell, 

Action, Emotion and Weather 

• 1300 Hollywood illustrations 

• 127 storytelling topics



ISBN: 978-1-9996107-5-3 
Pages: 368 
Publication date: February 2019 
Age 7-11

An award-winning Best Seller from word 
learning experts Mrs Wordsmith! 

Every day, flip the page and discover a new, 
hilariously illustrated word that takes kids’ 
storytelling to the next level. 180 words to 
learn in total. 

Storyteller's Word a Day is packed with  
ideas and examples on how to get the most 
out of every word. Set it on the breakfast 
table, talk about it together, tell stories, and 
create a daily word learning habit that will  
last a lifetime! 

It's kids' daily dose of rich, descriptive 
vocabulary for all aspects of storytelling, from 
describing characters’ appearance, actions, 
and emotions, to creating vivid, memorable 
story worlds. Storyteller's Word a Day is 
designed to help kids foster all-important 
word awareness, with an array of ideas on how 
to use each word, including synonyms, word 
pairs, and examples of the word used in  
classic children’s books. 

Storyteller’s Word a Day 



• Perfect for kids and the whole family who 

want an easy way to build their descriptive 

vocabulary and master creative writing, 

word by word, at the breakfast table 

• 180 hilariously illustrated words 

• Data-driven word pairs 

• Synonyms 

• Etymology 

• Word frequency data 

• Examples of words in literature 

• A story starter activity for every



ISBN: 978-1-913235-23-9 
Pages: 368 
Publication date: September 2019 
Age 4-6

Make every day epic with a daily word workout 
that will prepare kids for anything that the 
world can throw at them! 

With 180 pages of hilarious illustrations, brain 
teasers, life inspiration, and much, much more, 
Daily Word Workout builds kids' vocabulary 
while introducing them to concepts that extend 
way beyond language. 

From basic mathematics to science and 
technology via valuable life lessons about 
inclusivity, tolerance, and respect, this 
indispensable daily wonder is designed to 
introduce young minds to big ideas at the 
breakfast table. And all through the  
magic of words! 

Why walk when you can stroll, saunter, or 
swagger? Don't cry when you can weep, wail, or 
whimper! Daily Word Workout is packed with 
synonyms, antonyms, and mind-blowing 
vocabulary that shows kids the epic scope and 
flexibility of language. Whether it's labelling 
emotions, communicating clearly, building 
character, or telling tall tales, there's a word 
here for everything. 

Plus, count in twos with some cookie-crazed 
tiger cubs! Start telling time with a tooth-
brushing dog! Shapes, sizes, left and right - 
whatever kids need to know, our colourful cast 
of word-hungry animals have it covered.

My Epic Life Daily Word Workout 



• Perfect for kids who are just starting to 

read, learn basic maths, explore the 

world, and make friends. 

• With 180 pages of hilarious 

illustrations, brain teasers, life 

inspiration, math, technology and 

much, much more, Daily Word 

Workout builds kids' vocabulary while 

introducing them to concepts that 

extend way beyond language.



ISBN: (Volume 1) 978-1-9160384-1-7 
ISBN: (Volume 2) 978-1-9160384-2-4 
Pages: 50+ 
Publication date: April 2019 
Age 4-6

The interactive, fun way to help kids learn the 
words that will really accelerate their reading. 
Can they find the sticker that matches each 
sight word? When you see it, stick it! 

What are sight words and why do they 
matter? 

Sight words are high-frequency words that 
often involve irregular spelling, making them 
tricky for children to decode. Because these 
words are so common, stumbling across them 
can slow down children’s reading. This is why 

literacy experts recommend that children learn 
by heart what these words look like. 

Automatically reading these words in texts 
leaves children’s brains free to decode less 
frequent words with more regular spelling. 
This means reading becomes more fluent, and 
children are freer to concentrate on what 
words mean. 

See it, stick it, and smile! 

See it! Stick it! 

• Perfect for kids who are just starting to read and 

want a fun way to learn beginner sight words. 

• A set of two books, with 200 sight words          

to learn 

• A fun reusable sticker for every word! 

• Multi-sensory learning - scan the page with a 

device to hear pronunciation



ISBN: (Volume 1) 978-1-9160384-1-7 
ISBN: (Volume 2) 978-1-9160384-2-4 
Pages: 50+ 
Publication date: May 2019 
Age 4-6

Introducing two new instalments of our 
popular See It! Stick It! books! They’re the 
interactive, fun way for kids to learn the  
words that really accelerate their reading - 
with stickers! 

See It! Stick It! vols 3 and 4 are the perfect 
next step for kids who have already mastered 
Volumes 1 and 2. A set of two sight words 
sticker books, each one features 100 slightly 
more challenging sight words than the first 
two volumes. 

Can you find the sticker that matches each 
sight word? When you see it, stick it! 

Using See it! Stick it! 

See it! Stick it! couldn’t be more 
straightforward to use - or more fun! Each sight 
word has its own sticker at the back of the 
book - and kids have to figure out the right 
place to stick it by recognising the word. It’s 
engaging, interactive, and it works. 

Each sight word is also accompanied by an 
example sentence to provide context and 
clarify meaning, as well as a QR code which  
can be scanned with a device for  
audio pronunciation. 

See it! Stick it! 

• Perfect for kids who are just starting to read and 

want a fun way to practise more advanced    

sight words. 

• A set of two books, with 200 sight words         

to learn 

• A fun, reusable sticker for every word! 

• Words to learn include days of the week, colors, 

irregular verbs, and common prepositions 

• Multi-sensory learning - scan the page with a 

device to hear pronunciation



Product Code: 5060-695-4700-1-9 
Cards: 324 
Publication date: September 2019 
Age 4+

Blah Blah Blah is the card game that makes 
phonics fun! Race to get rid of your cards by 
matching sounds and letters, and playing wild 
cards to trip up your opponents. 

Master decoding words using phonics with 
these three decks of cards, ranging from easy 
to more difficult. Every card shows a word 
consisting of three letters (or groups of letters), 
e.g. b-o-x, b-oo-k, p-i-ck. Each player takes 
seven cards. One card is placed face-up on the 
table with the rest of the deck in a pile, face-
down. Players must play a card from their hand 
that contains at least one of the letters that are 
in the word on the table. The first player to get 
rid of all their cards wins. But beware! Wild 

cards hidden in the deck can force you to skip 
your turn or draw more cards. Bonus feature: 
each card has a QR code at the back to help 
you pronounce the sounds. 

Why are phonics so important? 
English consists of about 44 phonemes (sound 
variations), but more than 170 graphemes 
(different written representations for these 
sounds). This means that English has no strict 
one-to-one correspondence between letters 
and sounds, but it’s also not entirely irregular. It 
involves numerous patterns and regularities. 
Phonics is the method that helps children 
become aware of these regularities. Blah Blah 
Blah is the game that makes phonics fun!

Blah blah blah 
Phonics card game 



• Three decks ranging from easier to 

more difficult 

• 200+ words, 3 decks of 108 cards 

• 40 key sound-letter correspondences  

• Multi-sensory learning - scan the page 

with a device to hear pronunciation 



Product Code: 5060-695-4700-0-2 
Cards: 502 
Publication date: September 2019 
Age 7+

Win points for playing the funniest, scariest, or 
most disgusting card. 

Play on as the budding storyteller erupts inside 
you and words flow like lava. Find the right 
words for a haunted castle, a bank robbery, a 
troll picking its nose, or a blizzard.  

The words in this game were chosen to help 
children write brilliant stories, excel at school 
and in life. Storyteller’s Card Game features 
300 storytelling words, carefully curated into 
six themes - Character, Settings, Taste and 
Smell, Action, Emotion, and Weather. It was 
developed with childhood literacy experts and 
with word selection informed by cutting-edge 
machine learning. 

Tell better stories and make each other laugh 
with 300 hilariously illustrated word cards and 
200 story cards. Players take turns to be the 
Master Storyteller. The Master Storyteller takes 
a story card and reads it aloud. The other 
players each pick the word card in their hand 
that they think best fits the story card. The 
Master Storyteller decides which word card is 
the best - whether it's the funniest, scariest, or 
simply the most disgusting. Whoever put down 
the winning card gets to keep the story card. 
The first person to collect five story cards wins! 

Guaranteed to make the whole family explode 
with laughter. May the best storyteller win! 

Warning: this game is seriously addictive to 
adults as well as children.

Storyteller’s Card Game



• 300 illustrated word cards  

• 200 story starter cards 

• Hollywood illustrations 

• Data-driven word pairs



Emma Madden, 
Curriculum Designer 

Britain’s leading headteacher - head of 
Fox Primary School, consistently rated 
#1 state primary school in the UK. 

experts

Björn Jeffery,  
App & Game Development Advisor 

Former Co-Founder and CEO of Toca 
Boca, the popular kids’ app company 
with over 200 million downloads. 

Eleni Savva,  
In-house Pedagogy Lead 

An expert in linguistic semantics, with 
a PHD in linguistics from the 
University of Cambridge.

Susan Neuman,  
Curriculum Designer 

Former Asst. Secretary of Elementary 
and Secondary Education in the US 
Department of Education. In 2013 she 
became Professor of Early Childhood 
and Literacy Education, and Chair of 
the Dept. of Teaching and Learning at 
NYU.

Ted Briscoe,  
Machine Learning Advisor 

Professor of Computational Linguistics 
at the University of Cambridge. 
Published over 100 research articles 
and three books in the areas of 
automated speech and language 
processing.

Michael Levine,  
US Market Advisor 

Chief Knowledge Officer of Sesame 
Street Workshop.



Mrs Wordsmith has  
built a trusted brand  
in education

There are more Google searches for Mrs Wordsmith 
than key educational brands such as:  

KS2 SATs, ISEB, Bond Books, CGP Books, Galore 
Park, as well as key search phrases ‘English tutor’, ‘ 
verbal reasoning’, and more.

USA

In our first month on 
Amazon Australia 
(September 2019) we 
outsold the Lego 
Dictionary!



“Improve reading and writing, and 
stimulate imagination.”

leading the literacy and language revolution

“Mom built a thriving business to 
help youth learn language 

through laughter.”

“The company uses machine learning 
technology to create a semantic map 
that labels and organises the words.”

“Educational content doesn’t prepare 
kids for future jobs.”

“She’s damn right that vocabulary is one of the most 
important indicators of academic success.” 

“Transforming the way young people learn.” 

“Mrs Wordsmith helps boost children’s 
reading and writing with confidence.” 

“Connect young people with the words 
they need to know.”

“Appease tantrums, eye-rolls and door 
slams with Mrs Wordsmith.” 


